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The eighth and final book in the OMEGA series! Our heroes face an unrelenting enemy... an

artificially intelligent android army that is bent on domination of all living beings. Every move is

countered, every defense thwarted. Sometimes, victory can only be achieved by a face to face

encounter. Will the Alliance be restored? Or will it fall, bringing peril to all sentient species? By the

end of this story... you will know.Also available from this author:SODIUM SeriesA six-book series

that takes Man from his first encounter with aliens all the way to a fight for our all-out survival. Do we

have what it takes to rule the galaxy?AMP SeriesCast a thousand years into the future beyond

SODIUM. This eight-book series chronicles the struggles of Don Grange, a simple package

deliveryman, who is thrust into an unimaginable role in the fight against our enemies. Can we win

peace and freedom after a thousand years of war?OMEGA SeriesCast a thousand years into the

future beyond AMP. The Alliance is crumbling. When corruption and politics threaten to throw the

allied galaxies into chaos, Knog Beutcher gets caught in the middle. Follow along as our hero is

thrust into roles that he never expected or sought. Espionage, intrigue, political assassinations,

rebellions and full-on revolutions, they are all coming to Knog Beutcher&apos;s world!HADRON

SeriesHADRON is a modern day story unrelated to the SODIUM-AMP-OMEGA trilogy series. After

scientists using the Large Hadron Collider discover dark matter, the world is plunged into chaos.

Massive waves of electromagnetic interference take out all grid power and forms of communication

the world over. Cities go dark, food and water supplies are quickly used up, and marauders rule the

highways. One group of citizens takes a stand. Can they make a difference? And the devastating

EM waves, where are they coming from? After months of starvation, a benevolent species arrive in

their spaceships to rescue the Human race. Only, are they really so benevolent?ARMS

SeriesARMS is set in the future after Earth was nearing an apocalyptic event. Two competing

colony ships were built, taking five million inhabitants each through a wormhole to a pair of newly

discovered planets. The planets were settled and not long after the colonies looked to the

surrounding star systems for ownership and expansion, which led to a centuries long war between

them. A truce was declared after the aggressor side began to lose ground.Tawnish Freely and

Harris Gruberg are genetically engineered Biomarines. Their lives have been dedicated to fighting

the war. They find themselves struggling to find work among a population that fears them. Work is

found only by delving into the delivery of illegal arms to the outer colonies. Things go awry when

they discover their illicit dealings may just be the catalyst that brings back the Great War. They are

determined to prevent that from happening.
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This is a great series which will keep you on the edge of your seat through out. The character

ofHarden Salten reminds me of the character of Harry Seldon in the Foundation Trilogy by Isaac

Asimov as a kind of tribute. Although in name only. The whole series is similar in the expanse of

time and space and the changing of characters over the various series as they are connected

loosely in a similar way to the Foundation and Robot series by Asimov. I love this author's writing.

I have really enjoyed the Omega series, each book building on the previous I'm enjoying my reading

time more as the stories build. This book adds depth to the main characters, fills in additional details

and adds new players in the overall story. While the first book was perhaps a little too successful for

the main characters, starting in book #2, things are more balanced with both success and

challenges in the stories. Starting in book #5 and moving on, the story starts to move really fast,

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll need to pay attention and read carefully to keep track of all the myriad of

issues and topics being covered. Now we see the logic behind some of the previous mystery



happenings.StephenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s style is very comfortable, he writes about the details

concerning the technology and story lines he decides to look into and in passes over others to keep

the story moving. Understood, but sometimes I do wish for additional details. The way he gives

more details is by having additional books that dive into more of the stuff you might be curious

about.Thanks Stephen for your writing and the nice books as IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve enjoyed them.5

stars, good characters, nice story, engaging but in some area a bit less depth to some interesting

characters where I would enjoy more details

Kinda of reminded me of science fiction of the 1950's and 1960's. The sorta thing you got when you

bought an Ace Double. Bit more than a novella, but not quite a novel.Story pacing could use some

work. It seemed like when a certain page count was reached, the author would in a few pages just

end the story.All in all, I enjoyed. I did eventually buy and read. all of Omega.

The grand finale of the series and the author doesn't disappoint.. with the twists and turns he has

written a final chapter of the omega series that once again has you hoping for more.. Let's hope he

has it on him to keep all his fans entertained with new and exciting adventures..Be sure to read the

sodium and amp series , though you don't need to , the character development of the first two.series

keep you in touch with references made in the omega.series and just makes it that much more

enjoyable

Read the AMP refuel series first or after Omega. I enjoyed this final installment of Omega as many

AMP series characters are reunited and the enemies defeated. The author describes the carnage of

incalculable numbers of combatants in some chapters in contrast with individual team members

facing bots or a single opponent. Alas, a few supporting character perish (no spoiler here) and the

Grunta Council leadership issue is resolved. I wonder if there will be another book or series

involving the Baldi.

Good continuation of series...wish I knew before hand which series came first. (Omega--Sodium --

Amp ) would have helped with story flow. I have still purchased all 3 series. Sometimes it is a little

slow, like the author is trying to stretch the size of book. Liked the names of different

people/places.....the "freaking empire"

This has been my favorite sci-fi series. You won't be disappointed. Start with the first book in the



series for the greatest enjoyment.

The last book in the Omega series (maybe) answered several questions from previous books. The

main one for me was why earth had not beenrepopulated, a left over from the AMP series.I have

now read all of the Sodium, AMP and Omega books and would suggest that they should be read in

this order. I look forward now toSteven's next series
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